**Night Angel™ INSTRUCTIONS**

**IF YOU ARE UNSURE OF ANY PARTS OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS, YOU SHOULD CONSULT A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.**

**BE SURE TO READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE FIRST USE. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAN RESULT IN ELECTRICAL SHOCK, FIRES, PERMANENT INJURY OR DEATH.**

**WARNINGS:**
Failure to turn OFF the power source prior to installation/removal of Night Angel™ can result in electrical shock, fires, permanent injury and/or death.

**BEFORE INSTALLATION:**
Before removing your existing cover plate, turn off the power on your circuit board panel to ensure your power is OFF (See Fig 1).

**INSTALLATION:**

**Step 1:** Remove the existing cover plate from the outlet using the necessary tools required (See Fig 2.)

**NOTE:** Take a close look into the electrical box to ensure the screw terminals are free and clear for proper installation of the Night Angel™ prongs (See Fig 3).

**Step 2:** Hold the Night Angel™ (with the prongs facing outwards) and place over the outlet, sliding the prongs into the electrical box (See Fig 4).

**NOTE:** The prongs should slide around the side screw terminals in the outlet box to contact the lower screw heads for power output. Do NOT force or try to squeeze.

Prongs should ALWAYS fit into the electrical box with enough room between the sides of the outlet and the electrical box. Without leaving adequate room between the outlets and the outlet box can result in damage to your Night Angel™, arcing and/or a malfunction of your electrical system.

**Step 3:** Push Night Angel™ flush to the wall and secure with a screw.

• TURN BACK ON the power on your circuit board panel (See Fig 5).
• Your Night Angel™ is now ready to use.
• The built-in light sensor will automatically illuminate at night, and turn off during the day.

**CAUTION:**

• Installation of Night Angel™ should be in accordance with applicable electrical codes and regulations.
• Keep out of the reach of children and pets.
• Do NOT stick fingers into an electrical box while the power is ON.
• Do NOT stick tools into an electrical box while the power is ON.
• Night Angel™ should be used in a dry location.
• Night Angel™ should NOT be used on an outlet where there is more than one branch circuit.
• Night Angel™ should NOT be used on an outlet where one receptacle is always on, and one is switched.
• Do NOT use on DC to AC converter systems.
• Night Angel™ should be used on a permanently installed Duplex or Décor style outlet with side screw terminals.
• Night Angel™ will NOT work on GFCI outlets, switches and other outlet families.
• Do not use Night Angel™ where it can come in contact with a curtain, tablecloth or bed covering type material that could be of a fire hazard.

NIGHT ANGEL™ SHALL NOT BE USED WITH BOXES CONTAINING TELEPHONE, DATA OR TV ANTENNA CIRCuits.
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